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Forensic Face Matching 2021-01-07 in everyday life we identify faces regularly and seemingly with great ease one might assume this to be a straightforward and
highly accurate task however we are poor at identifying the faces of unfamiliar people who we have never met before despite the fact that many important everyday
tasks depend on this forensic face matching requires the comparison of two face photographs of a person who is not known to the observer this seemingly simple
task is critical for a wide range of security tasks such as person identification at airports and borders passport issuance and renewal and criminal identification in
police investigations despite its ubiquity face matching is highly prone to error even under conditions that are designed to maximally facilitate this task for this
reason face matching has been studied extensively in psychology with the bulk of the research conducted since 2010 forensic face matching provides readers with a
wide ranging detailed and critical overview of facial comparison and face matching providing insights into its application efficacy and limitations in occupational
settings and of current scientific knowledge of this task
The Passport 2003 have you ever wondered how a passport works and what happens when it doesn t well in this well illustrated book this and many other
questions are answered as the story of the passport is told for the first time
Security and Privacy in Communication Networks 2009-10-13 this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the 5th
international icst conference securecomm 2009 held in september 2009 in athens greece the 19 revised full papers and 7 revised short papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 76 submissions the papers cover various topics such as wireless network security network intrusion detection security and privacy for
the general internet malware and misbehavior sensor networks key management credentials and authentications as well as secure multicast and emerging
technologies
International Law's Objects 2018-12-20 international law s rich existence in the world can be illuminated by its objects international law is often developed
conveyed and authorized through its objects and or their representation from the symbolic the regalia of the head of state and the symbols of sovereignty to the
mundane a can of dolphin safe tuna certified as complying with international trade standards international legal authority can be found in the objects around us
similarly the practice of international law often relies on material objects or their image both as evidence satellite images bones of the victims of mass atrocities and
to found authority for instance maps and charts this volume considers these questions firstly what might the study of international law through objects reveal what
might objects rather than texts tell us about sources recognition of states construction of territory law of the sea or international human rights law secondly what
might this scholarly undertaking reveal about the objects as aims or projects of international law how do objects reveal or perhaps mask these aims and what does
this tell us about the reasons some physical or material objects are foregrounded and others hidden or ignored thirdly what objects icons and symbols preoccupy
the profession and academy the personal selection of these objects by leading and emerging scholars worldwide will illuminate the contemporary and historical
fascinations of international lawyers as a result the volume will be an important artefact itself an object in its own right capturing the mood of international law in a
given moment and providing opportunity for reflection on these preoccupations by considering international law in the context of its material culture the authors
offer a new theoretical perspective on the subject
Legal and Regulatory Issues in International Aviation 2023-07-03 air law has recently grown in significance drawing on international and national instruments and a
wealth of case law from many jurisdictions including the international court of justice this book covers the role of international law in such matters as legal
consequences arising from the use of automation in civil aviation the carriage of the elderly and disabled by air unlawful interference with civil aviation protection
of the environment and the legal management of aviation security published under the transnational publishers imprint
Employement Law Explained 2012-05-01 employment law explained will help line managers and business owners navigate their way through the employment
legislation in force in england and wales covering the typical life cycle of employment from advertising and recruitment to termination this book is a practical guide
to the legal aspects of managing people written with the layman professional in mind it introduces in clear terms what you need to know what to consider what to
do and what to avoid
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Basic Documents on International Migration Law, 2ed 1997-01-01 the second revised edition of basic documents on international migration law brings together in a
single volume the principal international conventions declarations and instruments governing international migration in the form in which they stood as of early
1997 it contains the texts of these materials or where appropriate extracts from the texts together with information on the current state of ratification of each
instrument and indications of any reservations interpretative declarations or other statements made by the states parties the book begins with excerpts from
general multilateral texts ranging from the universal declaration of human rights to the vienna declaration of 1993 this is followed by instruments governing
nationality and statelessness materials relating to refugees and texts emanating from the council of europe the conference on security and cooperation in europe
the european community and union and the international labour organization the selection ends with a miscellany of texts of general significance from the inter
american convention on territorial asylum of 1954 to the convention of human rights concluded by the commonwealth of independent states in 1995 this publication
is not intended for scholars alone but also for practitioners in migration law the texts are of practical significance for those concerned with the administration of the
laws affecting migration and for representatives of those affected by these laws it also serves as a companion to richard plender s monograph international
migration law
Austria Immigration Handbook Volume 1 Strategic and Practical Information 1968 providing an invaluable reference for immigration practitioners this
book builds on the proven success of previous editions to offer the most up to date coverage of recent immigration legislation selected and annotated by experts
with a wealth of practical experience
Congressional Record 2010 although the vast majority of persons applying for and using identity and travel documents do so for lawful purposes they are also
used by terrorists for whom they constitute an important tool genuine identity documents in particular obtained through lawful procedures are vital to terrorists
operational success recommendation rec 2005 7 of the committee of ministers to member states concerning identity and travel documents and the fight against
terrorism therefore aims to ensure the proper rapid and reliable identification of individuals in particular as regards the issuing of such documents it calls on
member states to take measures to strengthen the security of identity and travel documents and indicates the appropriate course of action to take when such
documents are lost stolen the recommendation also contains provisions dealing with proof of identity as well as registration of birth and issuance of births
certificates which are necessary to obtain identity and travel documents finally the recommendation contains provisions dealing with international co operation
calling for the exchange of information with other member states and with international law enforcement bodies in particular regarding lost or stolen identity and
travel documents whether issued or blank
H-1B Handbook 1979 ten years ago the topic of human smuggling and trafficking was relatively new for academic researchers though the practice itself is very
old since the first edition of this volume was published much has changed globally directly impacting the phenomenon of human smuggling migrant smuggling and
human trafficking are now more entrenched than ever in many regions with efforts to combat them both largely unsuccessful and often counterproductive this book
explores human smuggling in several forms and regions globally examining its deep historic social economic and cultural roots and its broad political consequences
contributors to the updated and expanded edition consider the trends and events of the past several years especially in light of developments after 9 11 and the
creation of the u s department of homeland security they also reflect on the moral economy of human smuggling and trafficking the increasing percentage of the
world s asylum seekers who escape political violence only by being smuggled and the implications of human smuggling in a warming world
Refugee act of 1979 2013-01-24 iceland immigration laws and regulations handbook strategic practical information and basic regulations
Immigration Law Handbook 2013 2005-01-01 what constitutes an identity how do new technologies affect identity how do we manage identities in a globally
networked information society the increasing div sity of information and communication technologies and their equally wide range of usage in personal professional
and official capacities raise challenging questions of identity in a variety of contexts the aim of the ifip fidis summer schools has been to encourage young a demic
and industry entrants to share their own ideas about privacy and identity m agement and to build up collegial relationships with others as such the summer schools
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have been introducing participants to the social implications of information technology through the process of informed discussion the 4th international summer
school took place in brno czech republic during september 1 7 2008 it was organized by ifip international federation for infor tion processing working groups 9 2
social accountability 9 6 11 7 it misuse and the law and 11 6 identity management in cooperation with the eu fp6 network of excellence fidis and masaryk university
in brno the focus of the event was on security and privacy issues in the internet environment and aspects of identity m agement in relation to current and future
technologies in a variety of contexts
Identity and Travel Documents and the Fight Against Terrorism 2011-11-15 in accordance with article 102 of the charter and the relevant general assembly
resolutions every treaty and international agreement registered or filed and recorded with the secretariat since 1946 is published in the united nations treaty series
at present the collection includes about 30 000 treaties reproduced in their authentic languages together with translations into english and french as necessary the
treaty series where treaties are published in the chronological order of registration also provides details about their subsequent history i e participation in a treaty
reservations amendments termination etc comprehensive indices covering 50 volume lots are published separately a standing order service is available for the
series and out of print volumes are available on microfiche
Global Human Smuggling 2016-08-08 the employer s handbook has established itself as a source of reliable unambiguous guidance for all small to medium sized
employers clearly identifying the legal essentials and best practice guidelines for effective people management the book is a comprehensive source of hands on
advice on the increasingly complex legal framework now governing uk employment law including guidelines on age discrimination legislation and the latest
employment tribunal procedures coverage includes recruitment contracts benefits performance management maternity and paternity rights personnel records and
data protection terminating employment and ensuring the health safety and welfare of employees and pension obligations it also provides access to a unique set of
downloadable templates forms and policy documents for dealing with key employment issues
Iceland Immigration Laws and Regulations Handbook: Strategic, Practical Information and Basic Regulations 2009-07-26 this edition is the first of its
kind to offer a basic collection of facsimile english language historical articles on all aspects of the extermination of the european jews a total of 300 articles from
84 journals and collections allows the reader to gain an overview of this field the edition both provides access to the immense rich array of scholarly articles
published after 1960 on the history of the holocaust and encourages critical assessment of conflicting interpretations of these horrifying events the series traces
nazi persecution of jews before the implementation of the final solution demonstrates how the germans coordinated anti jewish activities in conquered territories
and sheds light on the victims in concentration camps ending with the liberation of the concentration camp victims and articles on the trials of war criminals the
publications covered originate from the years 1950 to 1987 included are authors such as jakob katz saul friedländer eberhard jäckel bruno bettelheim and herbert a
strauss
The Future of Identity in the Information Society 2004 this book discusses all critical privacy and data protection aspects of biometric systems from a legal
perspective it contains a systematic and complete analysis of the many issues raised by these systems based on examples worldwide and provides several
recommendations for a transnational regulatory framework an appropriate legal framework is in most countries not yet in place biometric systems use facial images
fingerprints iris and or voice in an automated way to identify or to verify identity claims of persons the treatise which has an interdisciplinary approach starts with
explaining the functioning of biometric systems in general terms for non specialists it continues with a description of the legal nature of biometric data and makes a
comparison with dna and biological material and the regulation thereof after describing the risks the work further reviews the opinions of data protection
authorities in relation to biometric systems and current and future eu law a detailed legal comparative analysis is made of the situation in belgium france and the
netherlands the author concludes with an evaluation of the proportionality principle and the application of data protection law to biometric data processing
operations mainly in the private sector pleading for more safeguards in legislation the author makes several suggestions for a regulatory framework aiming at
reducing the risks of biometric systems they include limitations to the collection and storage of biometric data as well as technical measures which could influence
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the proportionality of the processing the text is supported by several figures and tables providing a summary of particular points of the discussion the book also
uses the 2012 biometric vocabulary adopted by iso and contains an extensive bibliography and literature sources
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 2011-09-13 highlights the role of photography and other forms of aesthetic practice in processes
of state formation and bureaucratic transition
Treaty Series 2306 2014-05-03 the law plays a significant role in ensuring aviation security this book addresses new and emerging threats to civil aviation
evaluates security tools now in use such as the public key directory advance passenger information passenger name record and machine readable travel documents
in the context of their legal and regulatory background and discusses applicable security treaties while providing an insight into the process of the security audits
conducted by the international civil aviation organization icao the book also examines issues of legal responsibility of states and individuals for terrorist acts of third
parties against civil aviation and discusses from a legal perspective the latest liability conventions adopted at icao the conclusion of the book provides an insight
into the application oflegal principles through risk management
The Employer's Handbook 2014-15 1968 the pocket lawyer series is designed for members of the public who want how to guidance in situations that would
normally require expert advice each title is written by experts in their field contains all the information you need in one book has an accessible and user friendly
layout and structure is supported by a companion website providing free updates and ready to use documents and letters employers especially in small and medium
sized enterprises can have a difficult time understanding and fulfilling their legal obligations this practical guide steers you safely and sympathetically through the
maze of regulations that affect employers it offers a contract of employment which is fair to both employer and employee explains the terms buzzwords which are
important in this area of law and answers some of the most frequently asked questions on the subject
United States Treaties and Other International Agreements 2011-08-02 this surprising global history of an indispensable document reveals how the passport
has shaped art thought and human experience while helping to define the modern world in license to travel patrick bixby takes the reader on a captivating journey
from pharaonic egypt and han dynasty china to the passport controls and crowded refugee camps of today along the way you will peruse the passports of artists and
intellectuals writers and musicians ancient messengers and modern migrants see how these seemingly humble documents implicate us in larger narratives about
identity mobility citizenship and state authority encounter intimate stories of vulnerability and desire along with vivid examples drawn from world cinema literature
art philosophy and politics witness the authority that travel documents exercise over our movements and our emotions as we circulate around the globe with
unexpected discoveries at every turn license to travel exposes the passport as both an instrument of personal freedom and a tool of government surveillance
powerful enough to define our very humanity
The End of the Holocaust 2013-12-05 building on recent debates in critical social theory and international relations making things international i circuits and
motion presents twenty five essays that engage the global the local and the international through the lens of objects it represents the first substantial new
materialist intervention in global politics and international relations offering a diverse and provocative set of reflections on how different objects create sustain
complicate and trouble the international problematizing the stuff of global life making things international focuses on contemporary materialist scholarship on the
international realm the first of two volumes these original contributions by both new and established scholars examine how war diplomacy trade communication
and mobile populations are made by things weapons vehicles shipping containers commodities passports and more the authors demonstrate how mundane everyday
objects not normally understood as international are in fact deeply implicated in how we think of the world blood garbage viruses traffic lights clocks memes and
ships ballast contributors michele acuto u college london peter adey royal holloway u of london rune saugmann andersen u of helsinki jessica auchter u of tennessee
at chattanooga mike bourne queen s u belfast kathleen p j brennan elizabeth cobbett u of east anglia stefanie fishel hobart and william smith colleges emily gilbert
u of toronto jairus grove u of hawai i at manoa charlie hailey u of florida john law open u wen yuan lin national tsing hua u oded löwenheim hebrew u of jerusalem
chris methmann benjamin j muller u of western ontario can e mutlu bilkent u geneviève piché joseph pugliese macquarie u katherine reese michael j shapiro u of
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hawai i at manoa benjamin stephan daniel vanderlip william walters carleton u melissa autumn white u of british columbia lauren wilcox u of cambridge yvgeny
yanovsky
Privacy and Data Protection Issues of Biometric Applications 2021-03-22 migrating borders explores the relationship between territory and citizenship at a time
when the very boundaries of the political community come into question made up of an interdisciplinary team of social scientists the book provides new answers to
the age old question of nationalities as it unfolds in a particular context the european multilevel federation where polities are linked to each other through a
complex web of vertical and horizontal relations individual chapters cover and compare well known cases such as catalonia kosovo and scotland but also others that
often fall under the radar of mainstream analysis such as the turkish republic of northern cyprus or the roma at a time of heightened uncertainty surrounding the
european integration project the book offers an invaluable theoretical and empirical compass to navigate some of the most pressing issues in contemporary
european politics exploring what happens to citizenship when borders migrate over people migrating borders will be of great interest to scholars of ethnic and
migration studies european politics and society nationalism european integration and citizenship this book was originally published as a special issue of
ethnopolitics
Filtering Histories 1973 based on four years of field research in palestinian camps in jordan including unique interviews with palestinian refugee women aid
workers and representatives of international organisations and ngos in jordan the book reveals the extraordinary layers of discrimination suffered by palestinian
women from syria displaced to jordan the women s experiences show them caught between settler colonialism militarism nationalism refugees global governance
and gender regimes that subjected them to multiple forms of structural gender based violence the book argues for a feminist analysis of settler colonialism s
epistemic violence of anti palestinianism to expose the history and geopolitics of intersecting oppressive systems that work through and upon gendered bodies of
palestinian refugee women in humanitarian settings the book also highlights how local women s groups and frontline workers attempt to fill service gaps using a
rich theoretical lens to understand the experiences of women in refugee camps this book attempts to decolonise issues around migration displacement refugees and
women previous work on the syrian refugee crisis has overlooked the very particular experiences of palestinian refugee women which has weakened feminist
analysis of gendered processes of humanitarianism and feminist transnational and intersectional solidarity this book offers a vital critique of how feminists adoption
of a universality based analysis of the syrian refugee crisis has contributed to the further marginalisation of palestinian refugee women from syria
Western Hemisphere Immigration 2010-06-14 macao business and investment opportunities yearbook volume 1 strategic information and opportunities
Aviation Security Law 2013-03-01 whether we think of statues plaques street names practices material or intangible forms of remembrance the language of
collective memory is everywhere installed in the name of not only nations or even empires but also an international past the essays in sites of international memory
address the notion of a shared past and how this idea is promulgated through sites and commemorative gestures that create or promote cultural memory of such
global issues as wars genocide and movements of cross national trade and commerce as well as resistance and revolution in doing so this edited collection asks
where are the sites of international memory what are the elements of such memories of international pasts and of internationalism how and why have we
remembered or forgotten sites of international memory which elements of these international pasts are useful in the present some contributors address specific
sites and moments world war ii liberation movements in india and ethiopia commemorations of genocide while other pieces concentrate more on the theoretical on
the idea of cultural memory unesco s presence looms large in the volume as it is the most visible and iconic international organization devoted to creating critical
heritage studies on a world stage formed in the aftermath of world war ii unesco was instrumental in promoting the idea of a humanity that exists beyond national
regional or cultural borders or definitions since then unesco s diplomatic and institutional channels have become the sites at which competing notions of
international world and human communities have jostled in conjunction with politically specific understandings of cultural value and human rights this volume has
been assembled to investigate sites of international memory that commemorate a past when it was possible to imagine identify and invoke international ideas
institutions and experiences in diverse historically situated contexts contributors dominique biehl kristal buckley roland burke kate darian smith sarah c dunstan
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david goodman madeleine herren philippa hetherington rohan howitt alanna o malley eric paglia glenda sluga sverker sörlin carolien stolte beatrice wayne ralph
weber jay winter
The Employer's Handbook 2023-08-22 sentenced to death in 1965 at age twenty for an unpremeditated murder during the bungled holdup of a convenience store
billy wayne spent his first seven prison years on death row when the death penalty was abolished his sentence was life three and a half decades later billy wayne is
still behind bars feared by many politicians and prison officials for his well known incorruptibility and unrelenting crusade for prison reform this is his memoir a life
in the balance begins with an almost unbearable account of his early years when he was so abused by his father one wonders how he survived and his escape into a
crowd of hooligans which led him to the fateful day in 1965 when he held up the convenience store his story takes you behind the metal doors of the angola state
penitentiary to reveal the brutal truth of life inside here you will meet billy ray billy wayne s blood brother old emmitt henderson who died of prison neglect jamie
parks a seventeen year old kid whose fate was sealed the day he arrived in angola big mick who ran drugs in the prison to earn money to put his handicapped sister
through colle wilbert rideau billy wayne s coeditor on the angolite the dixie mafia and richard clark hand the young lawyer who took on billy wayne s case and has
been fighting for his release for thirty years
License to Travel 2015-05-01 macao business and investment opportunities yearbook volume 2 leading export import business investment opportunities and
projects
Making Things International 1 2020-06-09 der 11 september 2001 hat die welt ver ndert sowohl in den usa als auch in deutschland haben die terroranschl ge
die menschen nachhaltig in angst versetzt anhand einer untersuchung von meinungsumfragen wird gezeigt dass dies die bereitschaft der bev lkerung einschr
nkungen von b rgerlichen freiheiten zugunsten gesteigerter sicherheitsbedingungen hinzunehmen verst rkt hat dabei fanden vor allem ma nahmen die sich
kollektiv oder auf individuen ungeliebter gesellschaftsgruppen auswirken zuspruch es wird gezeigt dass die f rsprecher st rkerer sicherheitsbedingungen in beiden l
ndern diese sich bietende gelegenheit genutzt haben um weitreichende gesetzes nderungen wie den usa patriot act und die deutschen antiterrorgesetze i und ii
durchzusetzen diese gesetze implementieren ma nahmen die zuvor jahrelang erfolgreich von verfechtern b rgerlicher freiheiten abgewehrt wurden anhand einer
untersuchung der berwachungsgesetze beider l nder vor und nach dem 11 september wird belegt dass voraussetzungen f r eine effektive staatliche kontrolle
sowohl im geheimdienstlichen als auch kriminalit tsbek mpfungssektor bereits vor 2001 vorhanden waren weiterhin wird dargestellt dass die anschl ge dazu
genutzt wurden befugnisse der exekutive zu st rken und gleichzeitig vor allem in den usa aber zunehmend auch in deutschland einer gerichtlichen kontrolle zu
entziehen dar ber hinaus werden die harschen folgen f r ungewollte oder verd chtige ausl nder nachgewiesen indem die behandlung fremder vor dem 11 september
mit dem ausma der amerikanischen wegsperrtaktik und dem deutschen ansatz der grundrechtsfeindlichen und nahezu absoluten daten berwachung nach den
terroranschl gen verglichen wird anhand immer weiter reichender gesetzesvorschl ge wie der der zur erfolgreich eingef hrten antiterrordatei in deutschland und
dem gescheiterten patriot act ii in den usa gef hrt hat wird des weiteren die annahme untermauert dass die verschiebung des gleichgewichtes zwi
Migrating Borders 2024-01-11 the popular designer behind hatched and patched shares 16 projects featuring her favorite fabrics and techniques all with her
signature charming aesthetic welcome to the whimsical world of designer anni downs whether you love applique patchwork punch needle or hand stitchery you ll
find the perfect project in this diverse array of quilts sewing accessories bags and home accents each of the 16 light hearted designs reflects anni s favorite things
relaxing at home shopping traveling and of course sewing her passion for hand stitching plays a fanciful role in most all the projects with her signature quirky
embroidery designs featured projects include three quilts a pillow a table runner and other decorative accessories to warm your everyday surroundings whether
you re running to the local mall or traveling abroad anni s handy bag coin purse and travel document holder will keep everything in its place and every quilter can
use anni s delightful pincushion needle book and sewing case
Palestinian Refugee Women from Syria to Jordan 2013-08 2011 updated reprint updated annually czech republic starting business incorporating in guide
Macao Business and Investment Opportunities Yearbook Volume 3 Investment Opportunities, Projects, Contacts 2023-09-12
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Sites of International Memory 1971-07-31
Asylum And International Law 2008-03-03
Macao Company Laws and Regulations Handbook - Practical Information and Basic Laws 2011-11-17
Macao Business and Investment Opportunities Yearbook Volume 2 Gaming Industry: Strategic Information, Regulations, Opportunities 2008-12
The Trade-off Between Civil Liberties and Security in the United States and Germany After 9/11/01 2011-04-01
Hatched and Patched's Some Kind of Wonderful 2018-05-02
Czech Republic: Starting Business, Incorporating in Czech Republic Guide - Strategic, Practical Information, Regulations 1944
Foreign Relations of the United States 1981-10
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